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(R2) 14:50 MUSSELBURGH, 2m 7f 170y 

Betway Novices' Handicap Chase (Class 4) (5YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 2F3527 SAMTU (IRE) 43 
b g Teofilo - Samdaniya

8 11 - 12p Lorcan Murtagh (3)
F P Murtagh

101

Jockey Colours: Green, gold sash, hooped sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Followed a good effort with a poor, albeit excusable, one over hurdles at
Catterick last time and he's a Flat-bred who tries chasing fairly late in his career, so not an
obvious type to take to it.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

2 357342 SHAIYZAR (IRE) 40 D 
b g Azamour - Shaiyzima

10 10 - 7p Thomas Dowson (3)
D Thompson

82

Jockey Colours: Emerald green and yellow (quartered), yellow sleeves, emerald green armlets and
cap
Timeform says: Losing run stretches back to August 2016 (over hurdles) but he arrives
having produced best effort for some time when second at Wetherby (26.6f) last month, so
worthy of respect.  (Forecast 3.00)

Notes: 

3 777-331 YOUNOSO 39 
b g Alflora - Teeno Nell

8 10 - 7 Ross Chapman
Miss T Jackson

82

Jockey Colours: Light blue, yellow sash, yellow sleeves, light blue armlets, yellow cap
Timeform says: Is clearly the least exposed of this modest bunch and got off the mark with a
more assured round of jumping at Newcastle in January. Wouldn't need to improve much to
follow up.  (Forecast 2.38)

Notes: 

4 6PP344 SCORPO (IRE) 17 
b g Scorpion - Maltesse

8 10 - 0 B S Hughes
V Thompson

75

Jockey Colours: Red, yellow sash, hooped sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Maiden pointer who has largely struggled over fences and will probably
struggle again even in this small-field affair.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

Long Handicap: Scorpo 9 - 12

TIMEFORM VIEW: YOUNOSO opened his account with a bit to spare at Newcastle last time and,
with few miles on the clock, it's reasonable to assume he can up his game again, so he stands out in
what strikes as a weak novices' handicap chase overall. Shaiyzar arrives on the back of a sound effort
and Samtu isn't out of it if taking to the larger obstacles.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: YOUNOSO (3) 
2: SHAIYZAR (2) 
3: SAMTU (1)
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